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 In Developing Bald, you will see answers to the queries: Will life progress after hair loss? Time
after time we've been told to. This is the story of a guy changing himself from the within out,
conserving himself from hair loss, and helping many others do the same. Transplant this. Tattoo
this. Apply this. Grow this..SAVE From Hair Loss! What is the reality of hair thinning as a man?
Do you have to change who you are when you are bald? When is the best period to buzz your
head? What is the ultimate way to react when people talk about your hair? Do females find men
with hair loss unattractive? Which hair loss treatments work?
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 After reading his publication, I found out so much more. Also appreciated musings,
philosophies, and other book references. Loved it! I understood about his trip, but I under no
circumstances knew it such as this. I recommend this book!What are you waiting for? If you're
going through hair thinning and feel it's stressing you out, this reserve is for you! I have been
putting off the inevitable, but with Max’s insight, I figured out there was no stage in waiting,
therefore i focused on myself and I went bald. And I have never felt better! Honest account of
balding for teenagers Very positive and honest account about becoming bald at youthful age.
Want i had this reserve when i was young, but glad to learn everything the same. Do it! Great
Book You'll love it. We are in need of more mentors like you! Thank you, Max. This will probably
be extremely relatable to most of you. I believe it’s wonderful how he's helping others!
CONGRATS Max so proud of you! I have known Max for a long time now.! Good read, awesome
facebook group, strongly suggested!!, joined the group last year and it helped me a whole lot in
life, Thanks a lot Max!! HIGHLY RECCOMENDED Max DaSilva may be the real deal. Enough time
and dedication that he's placed into helping others is certainly unparalleled. And I understood
that it was my time too. Read this book! Max can be an amazing and passionate teacher, author,
and friend. I highly recommend reading this book! The Bald Mans Bible Max’s life resonates with
many who could be going through the same personal conflicts. Perfrct book to have on deck.
Truly Inspirational I didn't realize how much We could relate with his tale that he tells in this
book. It shows people that baldness is not a thing that just a few people cope with and it shows
how you can use it to create yourself an improved person. Nor do I ever think I’d relate with it so
much. Great read Anyone who offers ever had to deal with hairless will enjoy reading this book.
:-) This book is wonderful and filled with answers for those experiencing Male Pattern Baldness I
really like how honest Max was and courageous about sharing his trip of hair loss. Max offers a
better outlook on scenario that many men illogically feel may be the end of the world. I
recommend this!
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